
Introducing Gavin
Every time something gets pushed back in the construction 
process or a milestone is missed, the pressure is felt elsewhere. 
That’s where someone like Gavin Evans can make all the 
difference to your project’s success.

Gavin knows how to identify and resolve on-site issues or 
delays to the construction sequence, without fuss and in his 
inimitable, no-nonsense way. Straightforward, fair, honest and 
reliable, Gavin is passionate about delivering exceptional quality, 
compliance and great finishes on all his projects.

Gavin was a tradesman for 10 years before completing a  
degree in Construction Management and transitioning into  
project management. He combines grassroots construction 
knowledge, a strong understanding of your sector and  
high-level commercial acumen.

His ability to communicate with all stakeholders, builders and 
trades across both the construction and design phases of a  
project is outstanding. Gavin is your bridge between on-site  
and commercial imperatives.

Gavin Evans
Senior Project Manager

Areas of Expertise
■■ Project Planning
■■ Project Reporting
■■ Budget and Cash Flow Estimates
■■ Technical Scoping
■■ Procurement
■■ Council Liaison
■■ Design Review & Management 
■■ Contract Administration

■■ Managing Clients and Stakeholders

Academic Qualifications 
and Affiliations
■■ Diploma of Building Studies – TAFE
■■ Bachelor of Construction  

Management – UWS
■■ Certificate IV in Building Studies – TAFE

Professional Memberships
■■ Australian Institute  

of Project Management 

Recent Project Portfolio
■■ St Marys, NSW

 49 apartments ($13M)
■■ Lindfield, NSW

 12 luxury dwellings ($12M)
■■ Group Home Portfolio 

(30 project portfolio  
- 10 projects concurrently)

■■ Minto, NSW 
12 dwellings ($4M)

■■ Padstow, NSW 
8 residential units ($2M)

■■ Hunter Region, NSW 
20 supported accommodation 
dwellings ($10M)

■■ Warwick Farm, NSW  
14 townhouses/villas ($4M)

■■ Sydney Metro, NSW  
8 duplexes/triplexes ($6M)

■■ Edmondson Park, NSW 
Childcare centre ($2M)

■■ Airds, NSW 
12 dwellings ($4.8M)

■■ Dwelling Upgrade Program  
Scoper and Contract Administrator 
($8M)

Headline Achievements
■■ Capable of resolving even  

the most difficult issues.
■■ Combines a trade with  

a degree in Construction 
Management.

■■ Your bridge between on-site 
and commercial imperatives.


